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Opening
Perspectives

After a remarkable recovery for in the second quarter, global markets rose a
further 8.1% in the 3 months to the end of September, as measured by the MSCI
All Country World Index. The local JSE All Share Index was relatively flat but the
much-maligned small cap sector gained 3.5% while mid-caps also outperformed
perhaps pointing to a recovery in deeply discounted value opportunities.
In our global insights piece in this edition of Perpetua Perspectives, we discuss the
fundamental differences in value factor investing and traditional value investing while
covering our views on the underperformance of the value-growth cycle over the
past 13 years.
In our domestic equity sector focus, we discuss the impact of COVID-19 on
company results and consider the themes and trends we read from these results
across different sectors, searching for clues on what to expect going forward. We
also analyse the first set of results of South African banks after the COVID-induced
lockdown, and their resilience in the face of record impairments.
Naspers management’s efforts to drive the narrowing of the valuation discount that
has haunted the company for the past few years have not yielded any success to
date. We discuss our views on why we think the discount exists and whether or
not the discount has an increasing probability of being unlocked.
In our global stock piece we discuss consumer discretionary company and retailer,
Bed, Bath & Beyond, the largest position in the Perpetua Global Equity UCITS Fund
and how we took advantage of the market’s short-termism.
In our new quarterly regular feature, Responsible Investing in focus or “RI in focus” we
will be casting the spotlight on the increasingly significant aspect of Responsible
Investing and its many facets.
The Spring Edition of our regular Explained feature focuses on Variable Interest
Entities, what they offer and what to be aware of when considering regulatory and
governance risks.
Finally, in our new Getting to Know Perpetua feature, we cast the spotlight on some
of our team members in a discussion on gender diversity and our 3rd Annual
Investment Career Workshop, which was held virtually on the 29 August 2020.
We hope that you enjoy these insights by our Perpetua team and that you find them
useful.
By Kevin Dantu
Kevin is Perpetua’s Head of Clients. Kevin has over 19 years’ experience
in investment management and holds a B Com.
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Value investing
is more than
capturing the
value factor

A long-term perspective of systematic value investing
In case you’ve been living under a rock for the past 13 years, you may not have
noticed that this has been an awful period for systematic value (factor) investing, as
defined by the Fama-French HML Value Factor. ‘Value’ stocks have lagged their
‘growth’ counterparts by an average of 6.0% per annum since 2007. The magnitude
(58% drawdown) and duration (13.8 years) of this value-growth underperformance
cycle [Figure 1] exceeds the dot-com bubble and all other drawdowns since 1963.
By comparison, the 1963 to 2007 value-growth cycle produced an outperformance
for value stocks of 5.5% per annum (the proverbial 10 bagger). The results follow a
similar trend whether an investor employed a systematic value strategy based on
low price to book (P/B), low price to earnings (P/E) or low price to cash flow (P/CF).
Figure 1: Fama-French HML Factor
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Naturally, most investors are wondering why ‘value’ has persistently
underperformed for the past 13 plus years, and whether this time is indeed
different. The statisticians tell us that the primary reason for the underperformance
of systematic value investing has been ever widening relative valuation levels
between ‘value’ and ‘growth’ stocks. This has been responsible for more than 100%
of the cumulative return difference in the Fama-French HML Factor since 2007. Put
simply, expensive stocks are becoming more expensive and cheap stocks are
becoming cheaper.

The value and growth factors have performed very differently over
the past decade
The Fama-French HML factor effectively invests in the value stock portfolio (i.e. the
low P/B stocks) and short sells the growth stock portfolio (i.e. the high P/B stocks).
While the value portfolio has produced 9.2% compound annual return (13.0% p.a.
since 1926) over the past decade, the growth equivalent shot the lights out with a
16.6% compound annual return (9.7% p.a. since 1926). The HML Value Factor
drawdown has really come from the attempt to short the growth portfolio which
has produced returns right at the top-end of their long-term range [Figure 2] over
the past decade.
1

Using the Fama-French HML (High minus Low) Factor defined as the average return difference between two value and growth portfolios based on the top
and bottom 30% of Book Equity/Market Equity and Size.
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“The relative valuation
spread is now as wide as
it’s ever been.”

The expectations embedded in the stock prices of growth companies today imply
that the market anticipates these abnormal historic returns (akin to extrapolating
the past) will continue over the next decade and beyond. While this is possible, the
real question is whether it is probable. On the other hand, the historic returns to
the value factor are only slightly below their long-term averages. The relative
valuation spread is now as wide as it’s ever been. The elastic band is stretched and
feels ready to snap back.
Figure 2: Rolling 10-year annualized returns for the Fama-French High and Low BM Portfolio
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Is this time really different?
The extremely poor performance of the Fama-French HML Value Factor has ignited
a fierce debate within the global investment community about whether systematic
value investing is structurally impaired. Most academic studies (Basu 1977; FamaFrench 1992, 1993; Lakonishok, Schleifer and Vishny 1994) agree that the value
premium exists - it’s not a result of some data-mining exercise - and is evident
across most asset classes (Asness, Moskowitz and Pedersen 2013). Where they
differ is the reason the premium persists. Some believe it is compensation for higher
fundamental risk while others argue that it’s driven by mispricing due to behavioural
reasons. Today, the value bears explain the underperformance in terms of
narratives such as technological revolution (i.e. third industrial revolution),
structural changes in the global economy and the rising popularity of the value factor
(i.e. crowded trade).
The bulls argue that the value premium exists through time because investment
decisions are made by people - they are fallible; have incomplete information;
exhibit loss aversion; and are prone to heuristic biases. This results in systematic
mental errors when judging the prospects for stocks. This has occurred in spite of
continuous technological progress, various interest rate and inflation regimes, wars,
geopolitical turmoil and the known existence of the value premium.
Situations such as these tend to be more nuanced and the truth often lies
somewhere in the middle. While systematic value investing has worked well over
very long periods of time (1926-2006), it doesn’t necessarily work all the time. For
those with vested interest in this outcome, it is critical to remain open-minded,
4
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objective, rational and dispassionate in seeking the truth as opposed to being
dogmatic in the pursuit of being proven correct. The reality is that only in the
fullness of time will we know whether this time is indeed different. Having said that,
it’s important to distinguish between factor investing and value investing.

Value investing is not factor investing

“Value investing is
different to harvesting
value.”

At the 2013 Berkshire Hathaway annual shareholder meeting, an audience member
asked Warren Buffett and Charlie Munger whether they look at quantitative
metrics, such as price to earnings, return on equity, debt to assets etc. when
analysing a stock. Buffett replied: “Well, we’re looking at quantitative and
quality…we aren’t looking at the aspects of the stock, we’re looking at the aspects
of a business.” Munger added: “We don’t know how to buy stocks just by looking
at the financial figures. We need to know more about how the company actually
functions…people who are good at math want to look at numbers and know what
company to buy. But you have to understand a company.”
At Perpetua, we believe that value is a philosophy - not simply a factor or attribute.
It is far more nuanced than can be captured in a single factor or multiple factors.
The very essence of our True Value Investing Continuum embodies this. For us
value investing is a system of investing that indeed originated with Ben Graham in
the 1930s based on timeless investing principles:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Treat stocks as businesses, not tickers across a screen
Always invest with a margin-of-safety
Let the market serve you, not guide you
Master your emotions or it will be your own worst enemy

This approach requires investors to be well-prepared both fundamentally and
emotionally so that they can:
1. Identify and avoid serious mistakes
2. Take advantage of other people’s misjudgements
3. Exercise sound judgment in times of market turmoil

“…intellectual
judgement provides
better probability of
unlocking value
premium…”

We don’t believe this can be replicated with a factor-based approach. Attributes
alone can’t indicate whether a stock is mispriced given its underlying long-term
fundamentals or future prospects. Furthermore, it certainly cannot replace human
judgment which is circumstance-based and qualitatively based in assessing any
price/value discrepancy and risk/reward trade-off. Incorporating an evaluation of
company fundamentals, and exercising intellectual judgement based on the skills and
experience of the fund manager, provides investors with a better probability of
unlocking the ‘value premium’ inherent in mispriced opportunities, than simply
relying on a fundamental factor.
By Graeme Ronné
Graeme is one of Perpetua’s global equity co-portfolio managers.
Graeme has 14 years’ direct experience in investment management,
holds a B. Econ (Hons) and is a CFA charterholder.
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Insights from
COVID-19
impacted
company
results

A global economic crisis matched only by war-time recessions
We have collectively determined so far that the COVID-19 crisis is unprecedented
in terms of its magnitude and scale. In some cases, it has accelerated long-term
trends whilst stopping others in their tracks. This has led to a high degree of
forecast risk. In this article we have considered recent company financial results to
search for clues on what to expect going forward.
The COVID-19 induced economic crisis is the sharpest global downturn since
World War II. This downturn is the most synchronised global recession since 1870!
At its inception many of us may have thought that this would be a short-lived
phenomenon. However, the health crisis has persisted and in some European
countries is showing signs of re-accelerating. The main risk that global investors are
concerned about is economic scarring: long-term damage to economies because of
a severe economic shock.
In South Africa, in excess of 2 million people have lost their jobs (out of a preCOVID-19 employed population of 14 million)! Given the distinct nature of the
cause of this economic crisis and the extent of its severity, it is essential for us to
assess current results in the context of key trends in order to assess if they are
pointing to cyclical, structural or permanently altered shifts for companies, sectors
and consumers.

Post industry lockdown activity has been critical but stable

“Activity levels are
improving…”

Activity levels are improving after the lifting of various industry relevant lockdown
restrictions [Figure 1]. Despite the improvement, businesses that are exposed to
discretionary disposable incomes are on average approximately 20% below 2019
levels. For many companies this is the largest decline they have ever experienced.
Figure 1: Post lockdown activity levels as % of 2019 levels
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Source: Stats SA, Gauteng Gambling Board, Discovery Medical Scheme data, Company financial results

Themes and trends identified from recent results
1. Consumers quickly shifted spending patterns to adjust to the pandemic:
 In line with global trends, food retailers are benefitting from stay-and-eatat-home consumer behavioral patterns. South Africa’s out-of-home
consumption is a R60 billion industry, half the size of Shoprite SA’s revenue.
6
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Whilst out-of-home food consumption declined by 100% at one stage when
restaurants were all closed during Level 5 lockdown, Pick n Pay estimates
that during the period of the lockdown, sales of staples such as white rice
increased by nearly 200%. Understandably, consumers had to shift buying
patterns and “stockpiling” of essentials also contributed to the volume
growth. All the food retailers showed good volume growth. The growth of
at-home consumption vs. out-of-home is against the long-established
secular trend of the past decade towards “eating out” and interestingly has
largely persisted despite less restrictive regulations. In a recent survey
conducted by the Restaurant Association of South Africa ("RASA"), up to
30% of the restaurant industry expects to close doors permanently.

“Online retail grew
strongly …”



Alcoholic beverage producers were significantly impacted by social
distancing restrictions. Anheuser-Busch is one such example where their
key markets of Brazil, Columbia, Mexico and South Africa were severely
impacted either by the strictest lockdown measures globally and/or high
COVID-19 cases. Out-of-home consumption accounts for approx. 25% of
its volumes. Notwithstanding this, Anheuser’s volumes for the half year
declined by 13%. In Brazil (a key market) where out-of-home consumption
accounts for approximately 75% of volumes, volumes declined by only 4%.
This highlights how quickly consumers shifted towards at-home
consumption, online delivery, pantry loading and trusted brands.



Online retail grew strongly relative to the comparative 2019 period (Pick n
Pay +100%, Massmart +90%, Woolworths Food +57%, Woolworths
Fashion Beauty & Home +35%). The shift towards online shopping was one
of the key retail trends during the lockdown. Online sales in South Africa
still have low single-digit market share. By way of comparison, Woolworths’
Australian divisions boast online sales that account for over 20% of sales.

2. Routine-type medical treatment was affected by COVID-19
COVID-19 is first and foremost a health crisis. With hospitals required to
reserve beds for the expectation of COVID-19 treatments, routine in-patient
hospital volumes were very negatively impacted by restrictions on elective
surgeries. At the peak of lockdown measures in April there was a 40% decline
in South Africa’s hospitalizations. The Discovery Health Medical Scheme
("DHMS”) experienced a 70% decline in Cardiac and a 50% decline in Oncology
treatment authorizations. By the end of August, hospital utilization declined by
a more modest 15% year-on-year. The medical scheme patient base has
remained broadly stable, highlighting that even in difficult times, members are
prioritizing medical cover. The DHMS expects that the deferral of treatment
for chronic diseases will likely result in longer and more complex “catch-up”
hospital future visits.

“…life insurers
incurred R10 billion in
expected losses.”
7

3. Varying degrees of conservatism impacted reported results
Accounting policies impacted reported results. COVID-19 related provisions
for early mortality and economy-induced policy terminations resulted in the
life insurers incurring in excess of R10 billion in expected losses! Discovery Life
and Liberty Life were the worst affected, at R3 billion each.
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Their poorer outcomes are likely due to a combination of their higher
exposure to life insurance policies and arguably less conservative underwriting.
Sanlam did not have to incur a mortality provision as they had already
conservatively provided for one prior to COVID-19. We are of the view that
a material portion of these COVID-19 reserves are unlikely to be written back.
Figure 2: Financial impact of COVID-19 on Life Insurers
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“…banks were
conservative in their
provisioning…”

Conversely for the banks, my colleague Glen Heinrich has highlighted in
his article, we believe that FirstRand and ABSA were particularly very
conservative in their provisioning policies, incurring an additional R5 billion
each for future losses. This should positively affect future profitability.
4. Management teams are aggressively pursuing cost-saving strategies:
Barloworld, Sun International, Pick n’ Pay and Massmart are some of the
counters that had to embark upon retrenchment and other cost-saving
measures. Sun International is in the process of adjusting its South African
labour force by 20%. In addition, it is selling its stake in Sun Latam and has
closed the Carousel Casino in South Africa. Massmart management believe that
there is an addressable cost base of R10 billion from which they can extract
R1.5 billion in cost-savings. In addition, they expect to halve the number of
their distribution centres. Massmart management have closed all loss-making
Dion stores and are in the process of selling loss-making Masscash stores. In
some cases, these adjustments are material and were required before COVID19, however the COVID-19 downturn has accelerated the implementation
there-of.

“…environment has
accelerated financial
restructuring.”

8

5. Financial restructuring is progressing where required:
For some companies that had high debt levels going into the COVID-19 crisis,
the environment has accelerated the need for financial restructuring. To date,
the banks are supporting these businesses by giving them time to affect these
capital restructurings. The most significant of this category of companies is
Sasol but there are other entities such PPC, Nampak and Brait. To date Sasol
has raised $3 billion of the required $4 billion in order to possibly avoid a rights
offer. Brait has raised sufficient cash from its portfolio and has significantly
reduced the financial risks. The revenue environment for these businesses
remains uncertain due to macro-economic conditions.
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Consequently, the range of possible outcomes is wide. We have small exposure
to this category of shares (<4% of client portfolios) and consider them to be
call options. The possible upside is substantial but as are the risks.
6. In cases where results were less bad than expected the shares have re-rated
sharply:
It is always important for investors to consider the question, who does not
know what you know and what is already in the price? For some of the abovementioned sectors the market had already anticipated the negative impact of
COVID-19. However, in so doing, the share prices had sold off even more
significantly relative to the impact of uncontrollably poor (but largely
temporary) business performance on their intrinsic business values. Avoiding
these companies at the peak of SA’s COVID-19 cases, when their prices were
the lowest, would have been the incorrect position in the absence of deeper
fundamental work. Over the last three months, obvious COVID-19 casualties
such as Textainer (+86%), Foschini (+64%), Massmart (+47%), Motus (+46%)
and Famous Brands (+27%) were amongst the last quarters’ top performers.

Changes for the future

9



Given the economic climate, we expect that consumers will be pocket
watching. Consequently, the recovery for sectors exposed to discretionary
spending will likely be a protracted one. We expect more defensive items
such as food retail will likely continue to reflect mid-single digit revenue
growth over the investment horizon.



The trend towards online shopping will continue to grow. However, because
SA’s online sales are starting from a very low base, the impact on South
African property owners will be less severe than in more developed markets.
Retailers will also be better prepared for the imminent shift and are likely to
use the interim period to re-engineer their business models to better refine
their online strategies.



The hospital sector is likely to experience a stronger recovery as COVID19 risks dissipate. As an example, Mediclinic Switzerland’s patient days
rebounded strongly once the COVID-19 risks dissipated. Consumers are
likely to continue to prioritize healthcare-related spending and healthier
habits as a result of the recent experience.



The success of the earlier-mentioned cost-saving initiatives depend on how
severely revenue will be impacted. If revenue levels turn out not to be as
bad as expected, then the cost-savings will have an accentuated impact on
profitability. In some cases, cost-saving initiatives may have high execution
risk and may turn out to be a zero-sum game if all the competitors embark
upon them and reduce prices in order to encourage elasticity.



Counters negatively affected by COVID-19 will continue to be volatile based
on how the macro-economic conditions progress. However, a focus on
continued asset sales and capital restructures could catalyze a re-rating for
these counters.
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Due to the unprecedented nature of this current downturn, forecast risk will
remain high as consumers and businesses grapple with the COVID-19’s impact on
demand. This was not simply a normal recession as a result of an economic
downcycle but a specific one as a result of the pandemic response, albeit
exacerbated an already precarious macro-economic situation in SA.

“…balance between
defense and offense…”

Consequently, we expect market volatility to remain elevated. In response we
expect to trade the portfolio more than would otherwise be the case. We have
maintained a balance between defense and offense in client portfolios. Just under a
third of client funds is invested in moderately recession proof cash generative
businesses with strong balance sheets. However, these are not as mispriced as the
nearly two thirds of the portfolio that is comprised of affected businesses but with
more than enough solvency and liquidity headroom. We recognize our allocation is
contrarian in its position relative to the majority of our peers and consensus and
believe it to be underpinned by sound fundamental value that will surface.
We believe that this balanced approach enables us to preserve capital in the midst
of an unprecedented crisis whilst profiting from a return to a post-pandemic normal.

By Lonwabo Maqubela
Lonwabo is co-head of Perpetua’s domestic equity research process.
Lonwabo is also one of Perpetua’s equity and balanced portfolio
managers. He has over 13 years’ investment management experience;
is a CA (SA) and CFA charterholder.
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South African
banks show
resilience

”Capital buffers
remain intact.”

Despite large earnings declines, none of the banks made losses
We expected the reported profits of the banks to decline significantly during
2020 primarily due to very high bad debt charges as a result of provisions and
write-offs as borrowers felt the impact of the COVID-19 crisis, which seriously
impacted their ability to keep up with debt repayments. We also knew these
reported profit declines would likely be accentuated by the new accounting
standard regarding bad debt provisioning as issued by the International Financial
Reporting Standards 9 (IFRS 9). IFRS 9 requires banks to take provisions upfront
rather than spreading the recognition of these provision as bad debts are
realised. Furthermore, we also expected loan growth and non-interest income
(such as transaction fees) to slow with the dramatically reduced economic
activity; and net interest income to reduce as interest rates were cut 350 bps by
the South African Reserve Bank. We discussed these expectations in detail in the
article titled ‘Banks in a time of corona’ published in April 2020.
Now that the first set of “COVID-impacted” results have been released
we summarise below [Figure 1] some of the key metrics reported by the big 4
banks for the first half of 2020. While earnings have certainly been impacted, the
banking sector in general remains resilient with the worst of bad debt provisions
seemingly behind the banks. Importantly capital buffers remain intact as
evidenced by the banks Common Equity Tier (CET) 1 capital levels - a key
measure of their ability to withstand financial distress – which are all comfortably
above the regulatory level of 7%.
Figure 1: Bank results, six months to June 2020
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Source: Perpetua Research

Record provisioning levels cause 82% decline in Absa’s earnings
Absa grew net interest income (NII) 6% despite margin compression from lower
interest rates. This was achieved following sector-leading loan growth in 2019 as
Absa sought to catch up on some of the lost market share under the Barclaysownership era. Absa’s non-interest revenue (NIR) declined 2% due to the
substantial impact of business lockdowns on fee and commission income. Their
costs were very well controlled, declining 2%. The combination of these metrics
resulted to pre-provision operating profit (PPOP) increasing by 9%, the highest of
its peers (refer Figure 1). Absa were also the most generous bank in terms of giving
their customers relief in terms of payment holidays, with 22% of their loan book
getting some form of relief. Hand in hand with this, they also recorded the highest
credit loss ratio (CLR) of the big 4 banks at 2.8%, just over R15 billion.
11
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This was significantly higher than was recorded during the Global Financial Crisis
(GFC), as during this present period management decided to account for a large
macro provision of over R5 billion for bad debts they expect to incur in the future
due to the poor economic conditions caused by COVID-19. In the face of this
extreme uncertainty, this was an understandable and conservative stance.
Management do expect this charge to reduce in the second financial half but for the
charge to still remain above their through-the-cycle range.
Absa’s capital position remains strong at 11%, well above the regulatory minimum
of 7%.

“Provisioning to
reduce in the second
financial half…”

Standard Bank report a modest 44% drop in earnings
Standard Bank’s (SBK) net interest income was flat year-on-year due to margin
compression from lower interest rates and slower loan growth. Non-interest
revenue increased an impressive 7% owing to a good performance from their sizable
business in Africa. SBK’s costs were well controlled, increasing 2%. This all led to
PPOP increasing by 4%.
Relative to the other large banks, Standard Bank gave the least customers relief in
terms of payment holidays, with only 14% of their loan book getting relief. In
addition, they also recorded the lowest CLR of the big 4 banks at 1.7%. Some of
this can be explained by their large Corporate and Investing Banking (CIB) business
and Africa franchise, which received lower levels of loan relief support. SBK also
have the highest proportion of Stage 1 loans1 vs peers, which to some degree
supports their lower level of coverage. Management expect their CLR to remain at
similar levels in the second financial half, suggesting they have chosen to spread the
provision over the full year.
SBK’s capital position remains strong at 12.5%, the highest of its peers.

Lower revenue, high impairments sees 69% drop in Nedbank’s
earnings
Nedbank (NED) grew net interest income by 1% despite margin compression from
lower interest rates. Their non-interest revenue, however, declined 5% due to
negative fair value adjustments on equity-related positions and lower transactional
volumes during lockdown. NED costs were very well controlled, declining 1%.
Putting this together resulted PPOP declining by 3% over the period.

“..net interest income
grew despite margin
compression…”

Nedbank provided payment relief to 15% of their loan book which was the second
lowest after Standard Bank. Their CLR was also the second lowest of the big 4
banks at 1.9%. NED’s total provisioning is the lowest of the 4 banks at 2.7% of gross
loans, partially explained by the higher proportion of asset-backed commercial
property loans (higher quality security/collateral). Management expects this charge
to reduce in the second financial half but to remain above their through-the-cycle
range. NED’s capital position at 10.6% is the lowest of its peers but well above the
regulatory minimum of 7%.

1
Stage 1 Loans refer “performing loans” in the International Financial Reporting Standard (IFRS) 9 rules for Financial Instruments. This means that there has
been no significant increase in credit risk since the loan was originated. Stage 2 refers to Underperforming loans”, where there has been a significant increase
in credit risk since origination. Stage 3 refers to “Non-Performing loans” where objective evidence of impairment is present (missed payments).
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FirstRand report 81% drop in earnings with record provisioning
FirstRand (FSR) reported flat net interest income over the period due to negligible
loan growth in SA and a decline in margins from lower interest rates. Their noninterest revenue (NIR) declined 8% due to the substantial impact of lockdown on
fee and commission income as well as their dependence on asset origination to
drive NIR. FSR’s costs were well controlled, remaining flat over the period. This
resulted in PPOP declining 6%, the lowest of its peers.
Relative to the other big 4 banks, FirstRand provided the second highest relief in
terms of payment holiday to customers, with 18% of their loan book obtaining
payment relief. This coincided with the highest CLR of the big 4 banks at 2.9%.
Management bolstered their balance sheet with provisions for bad debts leaving
them conservatively positioned given their high proportion of Stage 1 loans
compared to peers. Management expect this charge to reduce in second financial
half, though still expect it to remain above their through-the-cycle range.
FSR’s capital position remains strong at 11.5%, especially given that they generate
capital faster than their peers because of their higher return profile.

The banks have reported some of their worst results in history
As highlighted earlier, in addition to the specific factors above, accounting standard
IFRS 9 required the banks to take provisions upfront for expected loan losses and
this significantly reduced reported profitability for the period under review. Given
the market’s focus on current earnings it is therefore unsurprising that the banks
share prices have significantly underperformed the market this year [Figure 2].
Figure 2: Bank share prices underperform dramatically
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“Banks at lowest price
to book valuation in
25 years!”
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Absa, Nedbank and Standard Bank are trading at their lowest price to book
multiples in over 25 years, while FirstRand is trading at where it did during the GFC
[Figure 3].
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Figure 3: SA Banks trading at lowest price to book multiples in history
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Despite weaker results, all big 4 banks reported profits
The half year period of results reported to June 2020 will in our opinion be the
bottom with regards to reported profitability for most of the big 4 banks. Key to
this is the assumption that these banks will not need to build provisions to the same
level as they did in these results and as we demonstrated above the banks have
been conservative in this regard, with Absa the most conservative.

“Reduced bad debt
will drive recovery.”

The reduced quantum of bad debt provisioning alone will drive a significant recovery
in earnings off a very low base despite weak economic conditions. We are cautious
that the signs of economy recovery are still very opaque, and banks are a window
to this. The banks have, however, maintained very healthy capital ratios to withstand
persistent pressure.
However, given the record low valuation levels of the banks, to some extent this
opacity is already being more than priced and investing from these levels is likely to
give long-term investors a handsome return for their patience. As such we have
built a meaningful exposure to banks in client portfolios over the past two quarters.

By Glen Heinrich
Glen is co-head of Perpetua’s domestic equity research process. Glen
is also one of Perpetua’s equity and balanced portfolio managers. He
has over 13 years’ investment management experience, holds a PhD
(Chem Eng.) and is a CFA charterholder.
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Naspers –
what’s causing
the discount
and can it be
unlocked?

Naspers struggling to unlock value in underlying assets
Naspers management’s efforts to drive the narrowing of the valuation discount that
has haunted the company for the past few years have not yielded success to date.
If anything, the discount has widened even further to record levels, above 50% in
recent months. This has been despite the concerted management actions in selling
some of the rump assets; unbundling of pay-TV assets (into listed company
MultiChoice); acquiring widely favoured food delivery assets; and more recently
listing Prosus (PRX) in the Netherlands in 2019.
Considerable pressure has been mounting on the Naspers board and management
to deliver on their promise to imminently unlock value when they listed Prosus in
Netherlands. Most of the current value sits in their investment in Tencent.
Back in 2016 Naspers traded at a typical discount of 10% - 15% to the value of its
underlying assets, which was mainly the Hong Kong listed Tencent Holdings that
dominated its portfolio. Since then, the value of its Tencent stake has always traded
at a premium to the entire Naspers market capitalisation. At times, this premium
has grown to levels beyond 40%. This has increasingly attracted a great deal of
criticism by investors (from around the world). This criticism has centered primarily
on the fact that the head office and its “rump assets” are perceived to be not adding
sufficient value for them to be recognised in the share price by investors, for a
variety of reasons.
In February 2019, Naspers unbundled its South African and Rest of Africa pay-TV
assets held through the MultiChoice Group (MCG) corporate structure and MCG
was listed separately on the JSE. This transaction provided existing shareholders in
Naspers with a directly holding in MCG as opposed to through NPN. One of the
reasons for the transaction was to unlock value to shareholders, however relative
to the Tencent behemoth, all other NPN assets tend to pale in comparison.
During September 2019, the international internet assets of Naspers
(predominantly Tencent) were “sold” into a newly incorporated entity, Prosus.
Prosus is dual-listed with a primary listing on Euronext Amsterdam and Prosus’
secondary listing is on the JSE. Naspers remained the majority shareholder in Prosus
(72% shareholding at the time) while the balance of Prosus that Naspers didn’t hold
constituted the free float of Prosus. Part of the rationale for the transaction was to
unlock value; as well as to access offshore capital (through the more palatable
Euronext listing).

We believe the discount exists for several reasons
At Perpetua, we have always maintained that a fair discount of at least 20% - 30%
should always be considered when valuing Naspers. We believe that the following
reasons are substantial enough to warrant such a discounting mechanism:
1. Naspers (NPN) is a conglomerate, and therefore deserves to be at a fair
discount to its sum of its parts as equivalent holding companies tend to do.
This is due to implicit costs in the holding company structure, as well as a
possible overestimation of management of their assessed fair value of unlisted
assets within the holding company.
15
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2. The multiple classes of shares: “A” shares (which gives certain shareholders
disproportionate control of the company) and “N” shares, should attract some
level of discount as well. The listed entity is the “N” share.
3. The poor visibility and secrecy around the shareholder split within in the “A’’
shares. This leaves certain investors with concerns around protection of
minority shareholder rights especially given unequal voting rights

“…certain investors
with concerns around
protection of minority
shareholder rights…”

4. The “Variable Interest Entity” (VIE) through which Naspers holds its shares in
Tencent only gives them a right to share in Tencent dividends, but not full
shareholder rights as would be conventionally expected in an investment of
this nature. The reason for this is that in China, selected large technology
companies are deemed as strategic, so they cannot be fully owned by foreign
entities (for further information on this please refer to the article on ‘Variable
Interest Entities’ in our Explained series in Perpetua Perspectives: Spring Edition
2020).
5. NPN’s rump assets (mainly the e-commerce businesses such Online
Classifieds, Online Payments, E-tailing) have taken much longer than anticipated
to become cash flow positive after a long period of capital investments by NPN.
For the greater part of their existence in the portfolio, it was hard to get a
sense of when they would become profitable and to what degree.
6. Tencent has always disproportionately dominated the underlying portfolio to
such an extent that significant doubt has been created regarding whether the
“rump assets” would make any material impact to Naspers’ value in the long
run. That posed the question as to why investors (especially global ones)
wouldn’t rather hold Tencent shares directly in Hong Kong instead buying
through an SA-based holding structure (except off course to take advantage of
the discount, but one which has not closed – the circular reasoning!)
7. To unlock value, divestments in some of the key holdings would attract a capital
gains tax (CGT) of at least 15%.
So far, these reasons have proven to be valid, hence the sticky and in fact widening
valuation discount that has hounded the share and company. Any positive absolute
share performance that has happened for both NPN and PRX can squarely be
attributed to the Tencent share price performance. In fact, Tencent shares have
significantly outperformed Naspers by a large margin during the past five years. That
explains why the discount has widened so much.
Despite the PRX listing being touted by management as a meaningful, proactive step
to unlock value and narrow the discount it has not worked effectively. Ironically
many reasons for why the NPN discount exists has just been replicated at a PRX
level, and since NPN owns its Tencent stake through PRX now, as opposed to
directly – all that has happened is that discounts are trapped at two levels. Since
the listing of PRX, it trades at an approximate 20% discount to its underlying
holdings while NPN trades at an approximate 40% discount to its investments.
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We believe Naspers’ listing on the JSE no longer makes sense
Finding ways and means to simplify the structure would greatly assist to catalyse
value unlock for NPN shareholders. It is possibly the most important route the
company needs to consider.

“…simplifying the
structure would catalyse
value unlock…”

We see the the main reasons that the Naspers listing was retained on the JSE during
the Prosus listing in the Netherlands are:





To afford the relevant parties and stakeholders an opportunity to negotiate a
seamless less disruptive transition towards the delisting. Bearing in mind the
pending tax issues, disproportionately high exposure of the SA pension funds
and savings industry in NPN, any other systemic risks this might create etc.
To manage any other potential currency effects from this or prepare the SARB
and other respective authorities including SARS and SARS thoroughly.
To finalise and complete the implementation of the joint venture investments
that Naspers promised to make in South Africa before changing name.

In our scenario planning, we see the potential delisting of NPN happening in two
phases:
1. NPN would unbundle and distribute PRX shares to NPN shareholders thereby
reducing NPN shareholding in PRX from 72.5% to 50% plus 1 share.
 The discount of NPN over PRX (currently just below 30%) would likely
narrow and in terms of the distributed PRX shares, disappear.
2. The second phase would likely entail a reverse listing of NPN into PRX
(similarly to the Mediclinic - Al Noor transaction), whereby NPN would be
delisted and existing NPN shareholders would become PRX shareholders
directly.



The remainder of the discount of NPN over PRX would disappear as all
NPN shareholders would become direct PRX shareholders.
There would be some tax leakage depending on the outcome of the
negotiations with SARS, but this cost would be far less than the value
created through the discount unlock.

There are scenarios now which give us greater comfort on the
probability of the discount narrowing
Perpetua portfolios have been significantly underweight Naspers (and Prosus) since
the inception of the firm. This investment decision has been premised on the fact
that Naspers has regularly screened as an investment that falls outside our True
Value investing universe for the bulk of this time. In addition, until recently, we have
had low levels of confidence regarding the probability of the discount being reduced.
While we have remained true to our investment label, our underweight in Naspers
has been a significant opportunity cost to our investment returns (given the growth
in Tencent and the optimism around its ability to continue growing, with little
market concern for possible risks), and this position has single-handedly detracted
most from our relative investment performance since inception.
17
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As we continue to apprise ourselves of management’s action, we have started
accumulating a relatively small position in Naspers. This has been informed by:

“Greater confidence in
unlocking the discount…”



The extent of the discount - this discount is now close to being the widest it
has ever been.



The absolute share price level and look-through value of Naspers in relation
to our fair value assessment of the underlying investments.



Greater confidence now that concrete steps to unlock some of this discount
are considerably more imminent and at hand. NPN has spent considerable time
formulating and communicating the various phases of “unwinding” the discount
over time.

Overarching caveats
Despite our view that there are a few reasons to be now more optimistic about
the probability of unlocking of the NPN discount, we are always mindful that the
core asset across the NPN and PRX structures remains Tencent. As with all global
large capitalization technology and internet shares, valuations are stretched. In that
context, small misses to revenue or profits, or other exogenous factors can result
in a sharp de-rating.
One of these exogenous factors would definitely be mounting regulatory pressures.
Already in China, the market regulator recently released (in November 2020) a
consultation paper on the guidelines of anti-trust activities regarding internet
platforms, seeking to regulate inter alia monopoly and unfair competition. Should
these turn into regulation, they will have a negative impact and perception towards
Tencent as well as other Chinese internet businesses.
Therefore, while we have started to accumulate a holding in Naspers we remain
very underweight the benchmark weight, as we balance this investment along its
absolute and relative risk-return spectrum.

By Patrick Ntshalintshali
Patrick is one of Perpetua’s equity and balanced portfolio managers.
Patrick has 24 years’ direct experience in investment management,
holds a B. Com (Hons) and EDP.
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Bed, Bath &
Beyond: The
anatomy of a
value stock

A “True Value” share
Bed, Bath and Beyond (BBBY) is the largest position in the Perpetua Global Equity
UCITS Fund (“fund”). We believe our investment in the share epitomises the
demonstration of Perpetua’s True Value investment philosophy. Before outlining
the core aspects of the business’ investment case, we discuss some broader context
for our value-oriented investment approach which forms the foundation and
framework for our individual stock investment decisions.

Value in principle, value in practice
Warren Buffett coined the phrase “Investing is simple, but not easy”. The “simple”
part refers to the principles of value investing (see Value investing is not factor
investing article) which is simply trying to buy an asset at a price significantly less
than its worth. The ‘not easy’ part is being able to purchase when everyone is selling,
often in the midst of fear and heightened uncertainty. It requires the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

accurately judging the long-term economics of the company
its future prospects
the ability of management to realise its full potential
underlying business value or worth and
having the emotional resilience to willingly go against the crowd; and it takes
sound human judgment to correctly weigh up any price-value discrepancy and
risk/reward trade-off, especially at the extremes when fear and greed take hold.

Unfortunately, attributes such as a high return on equity or low price to book value,
can’t fully capture this holistic approach to traditional value investing. In addition, if
investing was simply the act of purchasing stocks with the highest net present value
of future cash flows then everybody would be successful. The reality is that as
investors we deal with imperfect and incomplete information, as well as the future,
which by definition is uncertain. Cash flows, interest rates, competition,
technological obsolescence etc., are never known with certainty or absolute
precision. Investing is a probabilistic endeavour, one which has a range of probable
– sometimes random - outcomes and is best tackled through a sound investment
philosophy and process.

“Winning the Loser’s Game”
In his wonderful book, “Winning the Loser’s Game”, Charles D Ellis describes
today’s market as the loser’s game – a game where the outcome is determined by
the mistakes of the loser as opposed to the correct actions of the winner. In this
game, the institutions are the market, all of whom are staffed with bright, highly
motivated, extremely competitive, well-resourced and massively incentivised
groups of individuals whose sole purpose is to beat the market. As a group,
however, institutional investors simply cannot outperform themselves. This is
closely linked to the main idea behind “The Wisdom of Crowds”, a book written
by James Surowiecki, where collective thinking (i.e. stock market consensus) always
outperforms individual brilliance (i.e. the market expert) and the average person in
the collective (i.e. the average investor).
In this context, large groups of investors take the same publicly available information
(i.e. no information edge), process it (i.e. limited analytical edge) and derive different
19
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conclusions which they then act upon through either buying or selling a security.
Their individual errors tend to cancel out such that the average or consensus is
correct more often than wrong. This does, however, depend on each of the
individuals in the group making their own independent decisions (i.e. there is
cognitive diversity). Collective error occurs when these groups act, in a coordinated fashion, upon an overwhelmingly one-sided narrative – positive or
negative – often resulting in dramatic (up or down) price movements. Think run up
to the classic bubbles over the past century – Wall Street Crash (1929), Black
Monday (1987), Nikkei (1989), Dot-com (2000), Credit and Housing (2007).

“Co-ordinated group
think creates collective
error”

In other words, markets are mostly efficient but not always efficient or as Charlie
Munger put it at the 2008 Wesco Annual Meeting “For a security to be mispriced,
someone else must be a damn fool”. While a sound investment philosophy and
process allow an investor a seat at the table in this highly competitive game, it alone
simply isn’t sufficient.

The Missing Ingredient – the role of culture, contrarianism and
organisational factors
Culture is the glue that binds a group of motivated, intelligent, hard-working
individuals. It is the shared experiences, mutual respect, single vision and ability to
pull together when the chips are down. It is like the missing ingredient to baking a
delicious cake. You can have the best chef in the world (people), the best recipe
(philosophy), and the best ingredients (process) but if you forget the eggs (culture)
the cake will be a flop. The eggs is the culture that binds everything together!
Stocks generally become mispriced when there is some fear, uncertainty or
misunderstanding about a well-publicised event or possible future event that
impacts the profitability or financial position of the company. Buying when everyone
is selling requires a contrarian mind-set and an out-of-consensus view that is right.
But first you need to understand the consensus view embedded in the stock price.
You need to be mentally prepared to purchase a security knowing it could fall
substantially thereafter. Put simply, you accept looking foolish in the short-term to
achieve long-term success.

“Men, it has been well
said, think in herds; it
will be seen they go
mad in herds, while
they only recover their
senses slowly, and one
by one.”
Charles MacKay
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More importantly, an investor needs to understand and be able to identify the
conditions under which the market (i.e. the collective) makes systematic mental
errors, and which errors you are trying to exploit. This is the “not easy” part of
investing as it is psychologically difficult and runs counter to our evolutionary makeup. How is this best achieved? First, investors need to be open-minded and objective
in pursuit of the truth, and not dogmatic to be proven right. Second, independent,
owner-managed firms with skin in the game that are focused on the profession of
investing and building the right culture are best positioned to manage these
traditional agency problems associated with short-term underperformance.

Bringing it all together
Bed, Bath and Beyond (BBBY) is the largest position in the Perpetua Global Equity
UCITS Fund (“fund”) today. BBBY is an omni-channel retailer of a wide assortment
of domestic merchandise and home furnishings. It is the largest dedicated US home
furnishings retailer, roughly twice as large as its nearest competitor.
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The business had a phenomenal track record over the 20 years to its 2012 peak –
22% compound aggregate growth in revenue and operating income; 14.5% average
return on invested capital; 12.8% average operating profit margin. This drove a
massive 75x increase in the stock price and a 21x outperformance of the S&P 500
index. But from a peak of $80/share ($17bn Mkt Cap), the stock fell more than 95%
to a recent low of $3.43/share ($450m Mkt Cap).
What happened? Management were slow to react to the challenges and
opportunities from changing consumer trends toward more online shopping. It
required an omni-channel business model that provided a seamless shopping
experience. Despite being very good at traditional retailing – availability, price and
exclusivity – the route to market has shifted. The big-box format was not as relevant
as in the past. Re-engineering the business is extremely painful in the short-term
showing up in deteriorating near-term operating and financial performance.

“Identifying
opportunities requires
a disciplined process”

The stock traded on a price to book (P/B) of 0.7x, price to free cash flow of 3x
(P/FCF) and price to earnings (P/E) of 6x at the time of the Fund’s initial purchase
back in early February 2019. While BBBY would have been a prime candidate for
any systematic value factor portfolio, an attribute-based approach cannot determine
whether a business is cheap or expensive. It does not convey anything about the
underlying long-term fundamentals, circumstances, and the ability of management
to realise the full potential of the business. This requires a disciplined process to
unearth the key issues, sound analysis and the critical element of human judgment.

Taking advantage of the market’s short-termism
The short-term nature of the market and tendency to fall prey to heuristics such as
representativeness1 and saliency2 drove an overreaction to bad news and a
complete diversity breakdown as the narrative became overwhelming one-sided.
We can see this from the dramatic stock price declines of 62% and 80% in late 2019
and early 2020 [see Figure 1] shortly after earnings announcements. The Fund was
a buyer of BBBY during these dramatic share price falls as it took advantage of the
market’s overreaction to recent bad news (representativeness heuristic) and
framing of the company as another retail bankruptcy (saliency heuristic) given
several high-profile filings in the US. Our conviction was based on 1) the large pricevalue discrepancy, 2) attractive risk/reward trade-off and 3) our contrarian view
that new management had the track-record to execute on a credible turnaround
strategy and over time realise the full potential of the business.

“Investing is simple, but not easy”
It is a distinct edge being disciplined and rational during times of market turmoil and
taking a long-term time horizon. But willingly buying when prices are falling double
digits day after day [see Figure 1] and significantly underperforming global markets
(iShares MSCI ACWI as benchmark proxy) is emotionally hard. Psychologists refer
to this as loss aversion - the tendency to feel the pain of a loss two-and-a-half times
greater than the joy of a gain.
1

Representativeness is the heuristic where investors give new information too much weight in forming their expectations of the future causing them to
overreact to good or bad news. 2 Saliency is the heuristic where investors overestimate the probability of an event occurring in the future if they have recently
observed such an event. i.e. recent bankruptcy filing of traditional retailers caused investors to net overreact driving the stock price down sharply.
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Holders of BBBY want the pain to go away so they sell irrationally while new buyers
can’t handle short-term losses and sell at first sight of a bounce.
Contrary to what economists would have us believe, people are not rational wealth
maximising agents, especially under conditions of uncertainty.

“…people are not
rational wealth
maximising agents…”

Figure 1: Bed, Bath & Beyond stock price & price relative to iShares MSCI ACWI ETF
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Since the March lows, BBBY is up over 600% [see Figure 1] as it produced two
quarterly earnings results that were better than the market’s extremely pessimistic
expectations. The latest earnings result shows 6% comparable sales growth aided
by 89% growth in digital sales. The turnaround has started to take shape. At the
end of March 2020, BBBY was one of the five largest detractors from absolute
performance since inception of the fund; today it is the largest contributor to
performance.
By Graeme Ronné
Graeme is one of Perpetua’s global equity co-portfolio managers.
Graeme has 14 years’ direct experience in investment management,
holds a B. Econ (Hons) and is a CFA charterholder.
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Responsible
Investing in
focus:
How asset
owners can help
drive long-term
sustainable
economic
outcomes

A new quarterly feature
In our new quarterly regular feature, Responsible Investing in focus or “RI in focus” we
will be casting the spotlight on the increasingly significant aspect of Responsible
Investing (RI) and its many facets. All stakeholders in the investment chain need to
incorporate this into their strategies, products, and processes to help encourage
the development of sustainable businesses, industries and economies. We’ll pay
special attention to how this is closely aligned to the objectives of long-term
investing. In this article we re-visit the key principles and discuss the role which
asset owners can play to drive this further.

Responsible investing has seen a massive rise in popularity
According to McKinsey research, the global sustainable investing market was
around $30 trillion in 2019 – up 68% since 2014 and showed a tenfold increase
since 2004. While the coronavirus pandemic has brought about enormous amounts
of suffering, it has helped to push the growing popularity of sustainability and
Responsible Investing further into the mainstream.
This further rise in popularity has come about because the pandemic has been a
dress rehearsal for the urgency with which we’ll need to act to minimise the impact
of the coming climate crisis. It has also been an accelerant of existing social issues
and has highlighted the way that effective governance can make a difference in a
company’s ability to weather difficult times. Unfortunately, that push into the
mainstream has not really helped investors gain much clarity on what is meant by
the different terms used when talking about RI and how it might fit into their
investment strategies.

Responsible investing has various facets
While different investors will have a different view on how RI is implemented, RI is
all about taking a more holistic view of a company in terms of how it creates value
and the risks associated with investing in that company. This is usually done by
acknowledging that companies don’t operate in a vacuum, and the
interconnectedness of all the moving parts that allow them to operate bring risks
and opportunities. That view is then turned into concrete portfolio outcomes in
order to grow clients’ money and earn a return.
Convention has taught that the purpose of a company was to maximise value for
shareholders (Figure 1). The thinking was that all other stakeholders (e.g. their
suppliers, employees, and the communities they operated in) as well as the
environment were there to facilitate that value creation and help the company to
maximise profit. More recently, asset owners and the investment community have
begun to consider the stakeholder approach, where value to all stakeholders is
maximized. RI is about making sure that companies being invested in are sustainable
in the long run, through the management of these interconnected relationships.
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Figure 1: The evolution of value creation over time

Source: PWC

“RI includes responsible
ownership…”

RI includes responsible ownership which means considering how these factors are
incorporated into the way in which asset owners construct investment policies, and
how the fund managers choose to manage these assets. There are some common
approaches and commonly used terms (Figure 2).
Figure 2: Common approaches to responsible investment

Source: PE, Schematic of IA’s proposed ‘definitional framework’
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The simple definitions of the terms in the above are:
Term

Definition in a nutshell

Stewardship/Active
ownership

Using your voting power and influence as an investor to improve
the long-term value of a company.

ESG integration

See below

Negative screening

Avoiding investing in certain companies that are not being
managed in a sustainable way.

Positive screening

Investing only in those companies that fulfill a certain
sustainability theme or are managed in a sustainable way.

Impact investing

Investing in investments to generate specific environmental or
social benefits, in addition to the financial benefits.

In the South African market, the most popular of the options above is
Environmental, Social and Governance (ESG) integration. This is mostly because it
is a small market, and options become increasingly limited if a fund is looking to do
positive or negative screening. ESG integration is about a broader way of thinking
about responsible investing. Companies are exposed in varying degrees to
environmental, social and governance risks. For fund managers, it’s all about
managing the exposure to ESG risks inherent in investing in that company. There
are questions an investor would need to ask themselves for each component.





“…more studies
showing that ESG has a
positive impact…”

For E: how is the company managing its environmental impact and does it make
any effort to change its revenue composition in a way that will reduce its
environmental impact in the future.
For S: how is the company managing its social impact through treatment of its
workers, supply chain, customers and the communities it operates in.
For G: how is the company managing its governance risk through how it is
managed, the incentives it has in place and the processes that allow it to look
after the best interests of shareholders and other stakeholders.

The asset manager would formulate a view on those different ESG risks, which will
then be translated to portfolio outcomes that reflect how they think those risks
should be managed. Taking ESG factors into explicit consideration is not something
that will negatively impact the returns that clients can expect to get – in fact most
studies show the converse to be true [Figure 3].
Figure 3: There are more studies showing that ESG has a positive impact on returns than those
showing a negative impact on returns.
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Because of its increasing importance, RI has led to an increase in the number of
frameworks and regulations, and a proliferation of service providers specifically
dedicated to RI [Figure 4]
Figure 4: An overview of the RI landscape

Source: The European Sting - Sustainable investment is on the rise – here’s how to connect the dots

Not shown above is one of the most important and increasingly quoted
sustainability frameworks - the Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs).

What are the SDG’s?
The SDGs outline a framework for “doing good”, providing 17 goals which will
provide a positive impact on the global community, socially and economically. 193
member states of the United Nations unanimously committed to adopting the
SDGs, comprising 17 global goals to be reached by 2030 [Figure 5]. Simply put, the
SDGs are the world’s most pressing issues and the purpose of these goals are to
end global poverty, improve health and education, reduce inequality, address
climate change, preserve the oceans and forests while improving economic growth.
The SDGs are a globally accepted framework which can be used as an effective tool
to understand and communicate the impact investments and business processes
have on the greater community.
Figure 5: The
Sustainable
Development
Goals
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Are the SDG’s relevant to asset owners’?
At face value, asset owners may be wondering how these goals apply to them.
However, if one considers what the objective of these goals are it becomes clear
that if the goals are achieved, more sustainable economic growth is inevitable in the
long-term which will benefit capital investors. This includes goals such as reducing
inequalities, creating sustainable cities and communities, and encouraging
investments in innovation and infrastructure.
Globally, consumers (in many cases the ultimate beneficiaries of pension funds) are
driving companies to shift towards more sustainable business practices and to
create more socially acceptable products and services. A local example is the recent
Aquellé human rights scandal where pressure from local communities resulted in
Aquellé products being removed from stores countrywide. This shift also has an
impact on the portfolios of institutional investors as they focus their efforts on longterm, sustainable growth. Asset owners have the power to drive these changes by
incorporating these elements into their investment policies and mandates they have
with asset managers, and through the effective monitoring of the implementation of
these policies. Ultimately asset owners have the ability to steer companies towards
achieving the SDG goals through the investments which their asset managers make.

Incorporating RI objectives into investment portfolios

“…asset owners can
influence companies…”

Asset owners can contribute to the SDGs through their own business activities, as
well as their investment decisions. As alluded to above, asset owners can positively
influence the actions of fund managers and in so doing, influence the behaviour of
the management of the companies in which they’re invested. Asset owners will
need to develop their own policies with regards to their approach and areas of
focus incorporating RI/ESG matters in their decision-making process. They could
use the SDG goals as a framework for this or the principles outlined in the Codes
for Responsible Investing of South Africa (CRISA) which is endorsed by the Institute
of Directors of South Africa, Batseta, and the Association of Savings and
Investments in South Africa (ASISA).

Implementing policies through the asset managers

“Strong communication
enables
implementation.”

The PRI released guidance for asset owners on how to incorporate ESG factors
into the manager selection process: “Asset Owner Manager Selection Guide:
Enhancing Relationships and Investment Outcomes with ESG Insight (2018)1”. This
document provides useful questions which an asset owner could use when
identifying a fund manager who is best able to execute their investment strategy
within the context of its RI policy. It is vital for asset owners to convey their RI
commitments when they select, appoint, monitor and reward investment managers.
It is only with strong communication around these requirements that will enable
asset managers to implement them into the investment process in a way that
satisfies the ultimate owners of the capital.
This must be incorporated in their investment mandates and reporting
requirements.
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A mutual understanding of RI along with a cultural fit between asset owners and a
prospective manager will serve as a solid foundation to establish a long-term
relationship.

https://www.unpri.org/news-and-press/the-pri-launches-asset-owner-manager-selection-guide/2873.article
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Asset owners should ensure that fund managers use available ESG material and
organisational insight in their investment decisions and also explain what impact
they are expected to have. They should also ask prospective managers to support
any claims of ESG-based decisions, with evidence of this. For example, if a product
needs to be managed with the objective to remain within a +2 degrees climate
change scenario, an asset manager would need to demonstrate how this is being
adhered to. In cases where ESG incorporation requires a higher degree of
judgement by the investment manager, measuring compliance against an asset
owner’s ambitions and objectives is more complex.
When it comes to active ownership, asset owners should assess engagement and
proxy voting policies of investment managers. Any discrepancies between an
owner’s perspectives and a manager’s policy need to be identified. Any
misalignments should manifest during the selection process and potential solutions
should be discussed.

Measuring RI/ESG incorporation and its effectiveness
The effectiveness of RI incorporation into investment processes is an increasingly
important question, made all the more difficult to answer because there hasn’t yet
been a convergence in disclosure requirements for the underlying companies that
are invested in. There is more and more regulation around ESG issues that is being
put in place by different regulators. We are still in the beginning stages of that
evolution, with the next step being the standardisation of the regulations that are
out there. That standardisation will allow for easier comparison between companies
and thus different investment products for investors. This will be explored in future
editions of this feature.
By Astrid de Castro, Vuyolwethu Nzube and Brittany Shapiro
Astrid is Perpetua’s Business Manager with specific focus on risk
management and compliance. She has 9 years’ experience in
investment management, is a CA (SA) and holds a BSc (IT with Finance),
B Acc.

Vuyo is one of Perpetua’s Equity Analysts and is also the ESG investing
champion. She has 6 years’ experience in investment management,
holds a B. Bus Science and is a CFA charterholder.

Brittany is Perpetua’s Business Analyst. She has 2 years’ experience in
investment management, holds a B. Com (Hons) and has completed
level 1 of the CFA programme.
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EXPLAINED:
Variable
Interest
Entities

Variable Interest Entities offer investors access to great
opportunities but come with regulatory and governance risks
Variable Interest Entities (VIE) have been used in corporate structures for some
time for various purposes, including the ring-fencing of the accounting elements of
sub-divisions amongst other purposes.
For South African investors, the most relevant VIE structures are those used by
Chinese entities, allowing foreign investors to participate in areas of the Chinese
investment market which are forbidden by Chinese authorities for foreign direct
investment.
Chinese private sector companies required capital to expand their industries after
the market reforms began in 1979. The Chinese Ministry of Commerce
(MOFCOM) has a Catalogue of Industries for Guiding Foreign Investment with
three categories:
1. Encouraged
2. Restricted
3. Prohibited from Receiving Foreign Investment – these are strategically sensitive
and include: internet platforms, financial services, telecommunications,
transport, education and energy.

“The VIE is structure
used to bypass the
restrictions...”

The VIE is a structure used to bypass the restrictions imposed by category 3.
Chinese internet firms like Tencent and Alibaba use contractual agreements
between foreign-owned enterprises and locally owned-enterprises to replicate the
economic interest of their domestic operations, without giving the foreign entity
direct ownership and control.

Investments into Chinese VIE’s are significant
According to ‘Redrawing the Map of Global Capital Flows’1 which was published in
March 2020, at the end of 2017 the stock market capitalization of Chinese
companies listed via VIE structures in the Cayman Islands was $1.7 trillion, of which
$747 billion corresponds to equities listed on the NYSE or NASDAQ. The largest
stocks by market capitalisation were Hong Kong-listed Tencent ($494 billion) and
China Evergrande ($46 billion), followed by US-listed Alibaba ($442 billion), Baidu
($64 billion) and JD.com ($50 billion).

Financial benefits without equity ownership
A typical VIE structure usually includes three entities [Figure 1]:
1. The ListCo, which is established outside of China
2. A Wholly Foreign-Owned Enterprise (WFOE)
3. The Chinese company (VIE / Operating company) which holds the licence. This
company has to be owned by Chinese nationals to be granted a licence to
operate in an industry which is “Prohibited from Receiving Foreign
Investment”.
A contractual relationship is entered into between the WFOE and the VIE. The
contracts are structured such that the WFOE gains the economic benefits following
the fortunes of the Operating Company or VIE, without owning equity in it (the
Chinese equity owners maintain all voting rights). Effectively, the WFOE is entitled
to the earnings and dividends of the VIE through the terms of the contract as
opposed to equity ownership.
1

Redrawing the Map of Global Capital Flows: The Role of Cross-Border Financing and Tax Havens: Coppola, Maggiori, Neiman, Schreger (August 2020)
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Figure 1: The VIE Structure and Ownership Scheme

Source: Buyers Beware: Chinese Companies and the VIE structure, Dec 2017

In the context of Tencent, investors such as Naspers own a stake (in Naspers’s case
this is through a subsidiary, MIH China (BVI) Limited, based in Mauritius) in Tencent
Holdings Limited which is listed in Hong Kong [Figure 2]. Ultimately the profits and
assets of Tencent Computer (the core VIE) flow through to Tencent Technology
and onto Tencent Holdings and its investors, through contractual agreements
between Tencent Computers and Tencent Technology.
Figure 2: Tencent Corporate Structure

Source: 2011 Bond Prospectus

Buyer beware
This old adage seems particularly relevant to VIE’s used by foreign entities to access
investment opportunities in the fast-growing Chinese market - for regulatory
reasons as well as possible governance concerns.
2
3

MIH China (BVI) Limited is wholly owned by Naspers Limited through its intermediary companies, MIH (Mauritius) Limited and MIH Holdings Limited
Shareholders are Mr Ma Huateng, Mr Zhang Zhidong, Mr Xu Chenye and Mr Chen Yidan
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Regulations
The legal structure whereby contractual obligations pay the economic interest out
to a foreign-owned company is in effect a circumnavigation of Chinese legislation.
Technically speaking, the Chinese regulator or tax authorities could act against the
VIE either by removing their license to operate or implementing punitive measures
such as regulatory penalties or higher tax rates on earnings and dividends.
The Public Research Council (PRC) Foreign Investment Law (FIL) became effective
in January 2020. This may have alleviated the near-term risk for shareholders in VIE
companies, through an updated definition of what is considered as foreign
investment. Rather than providing clear commentary on the VIE structure the
legislation simply does not mention them. By not getting explicitly mentioned, the
VIE structure has arguably been left out of the spotlight for regulatory scrutiny,
however it’s important to note that they have not been given the green light. Several
market commentators also believe that it would be counterproductive for the
Chinese authorities to clampdown on these structures as it may impede the inflow
of foreign capital and reverse some of the gains made from previous economic
reforms.

“…contractual
obligations aren’t
recognised in Chinese
law...”

Governance
Since the equity ownership of the VIE doesn’t rest with the end investor, it may be
possible for the owners to take decisions or commit actions which reduce or
destroy the value of the entity, resulting in losses for the WFOE and investors.
Since the contractual obligations between the VIE and the WFOE aren’t recognised
in Chinese law, any such breaches would be difficult for the investors in the WFOE
to pursue.
One of the most well-known examples of this is Yahoo’s investment into Alibaba’s
WFOE which contained Alibaba’s online payment platform, Alipay. However, after
the Chinese government failed to provide a license to Alipay given its foreign
ownership Alibaba’s founder, Jack Ma, spun off Alipay from Alibaba without
consulting other stakeholders. Yahoo were therefore no longer able to include
Alipay’s profits in its own financial statements. They ultimately brokered a deal with
Jack Ma as partial compensation but it only made up for a fraction of what Yahoo
had lost.

Opportunity at a price
It’s certainly in any investor’s interest to explore ways of diversifying one’s portfolio,
and exposing one’s portfolio to opportunities in growing markets and industries.
The VIE structure used in China provides investors with such an opportunity but
the risks of these structures should be factored into what one pays and one needs
to be cognisant of the opaque nature of these entities.
By Kevin Dantu
Kevin is Perpetua’s Head of Clients. Kevin has over 19 years’ experience
in investment management and holds a B Com.
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Perpetua’s
commitment
to gender
diversity:
Conversations
with our
people

Reflections on gender diversity at Perpetua
Gender equality across all spheres of life is a frequently discussed topic in modern
society, with gender roles not as narrowly defined as has been the case historically.
Living in a relatively patriarchal society, this comes with its unique challenges as
females navigate their way through the education system and subsequently enter
the working world, formulating a career path in establishments which are still
dominated by men, and have predominantly male leadership. Perpetua Investment
Managers is unique in the South African asset management landscape, being a
business which is majority woman-owned, and co-founded by its Chief Investment
Officer, Delphine Govender. Perpetua has a clear desire to increase the
participation of women in the asset management industry, particularly providing
more women with leadership opportunities.
This article engages a few of the female Perpetua team members to share their
experiences of entering the industry, life at Perpetua, and their involvement in
helping other young women to pursue careers within finance and investments. We
also get to hear a perspective from one of the male members of the team.

Brittany Shapiro is a Business Analyst at Perpetua and has been with
the firm for almost 2 years. She holds a B.Comm. (Hons) and enjoys
trying out new coffee shops; baking and trying out new recipes.

Siya Mbatha is a Trainee Equity Analyst at the firm and has been at
Perpetua for 1 and a half years. She holds a B.Sc. (Actuarial Maths) and
enjoys reading and baking.

Janet Muzenda is an Equity Analyst at the firm and has been with
Perpetua for 2 years. She holds a B.Sc. and loves thrift shopping and
running.

Zhanique Jacobs works in the Client Service and Marketing side of
Perpetua and has a National Diploma in Financial Management. She
has been with the firm for 3 years and enjoys braiding and styling
client’s hair on weekends.

Vuyolwethu Nzube is an Equity Analyst at Perpetua and has been with
the firm for 3 years. She holds a B.Comm. and can be found reading
fanfiction written about some of her favourite shows.

Nadine Roberts is a Performance Analyst at Perpetua. She holds a
National Diploma: Business Computing and has been with the firm
for 2 years. She enjoyed roller skating when she was younger and
considers getting back into it.
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What inspired or drew you towards a job or career in finance,
particularly asset management?
During my B.Com Honours in Financial Analysis and Portfolio Management, I began
to really enjoy the quantitative side to investment analysis. I believe that asset
management is the more exciting sector within finance as it requires not only
analytical skills but entails out-of-the-box thinking.
I have always been fascinated with the world of investing and the stock markets.
Whilst completing my degree, I had a few investments-related electives such as
financial engineering. I found that I enjoyed the content and decided to pursue a
career in asset management. I enjoy the dynamic nature of the industry.
What drew me towards a career in finance, is my interest in understanding how
the financial system/industry works, how companies generate profits and what it
means to “grow money”. I thought it was a space that could allow me the ability to
analytically apply my mind while adding value and having a positive and meaningful
impact on society as this is something that is important to me, regardless of the
career path.
If I’m being completely honest, nothing! I was very unsure about my career path
after high school and ended up studying financial management. When applying for
an operational internship position at Perpetua I knew very little about the industry
but grabbed the opportunity with both hands and I have been learning so much
since. The asset management industry might not have drawn me but I’ve stayed
because I immediately felt like I belong.
I’ve always loved working with numbers, even from a young age. That love of
numbers led me to study actuarial science, and I was then drawn to finance along
the way through my degree. What cemented the decision was that I did quite well
in the finance-related subjects at university. In my first job in the industry (prior to
joining Perpetua), I started to get disillusioned because it felt like we existed just to
make money for people who already had lots of it. At that stage, I was helped by a
mentor who showed me that there are various types of clients that benefit from
our services, and also introduced me to the idea of responsible investing – very
much a passion of mine.

In which ways have your experiences as a woman in this industry
been different from what it may have been for your male
counterparts?
As I started at Perpetua straight after university, only 2 years ago, my experience in
the industry has not been as long as many of my colleagues. Perpetua is not only
majority woman-owned but also has majority female staff, which brings a dynamic
of female empowerment to my work life. In a broad sense however, I do feel as
though women have to work harder to prove their skills and abilities in the industry.
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There is discomfort with appearing as unable to cope or expressing any challenges
one faces as a woman. As a result, we are less inclined to share or bring our whole
self to work.
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Having begun my career in a company that strives for gender equality has given me
a platform to be equally heard and appreciated. Working at Perpetua has afforded
me the opportunity to be a generalist and cover a wide range of companies (as
opposed to being sector specific) at an early stage in my career. This has meant that
I found myself in spaces where I was one of few women in management meetings,
industry engagements and site visits, having to ensure that I am still able to
comfortably engage and be heard. To my surprise my experiences have generally
been quite pleasant.
I have no work experience prior to Perpetua so I cannot relate to the extent to
which women were and are still treated differently compared to men. I do,
however, consider myself lucky to have the patriarchal behavior in the industry
blow right over my head because the women I work with and for have paved the
way for young women like me to have equal rights and opportunities.
What I see as being the same is that I’m expected to deliver on my job to the same
standard of performance as my male counterparts. One of the most obvious
differences is that I am always one of the few women in the room at any industry
meeting I attend. It’s quite a strange turn from university days where around half
the students in any of my finance classes were women. There’s also a well-known
adage for the asset management industry that emotions erode returns. It’s hard not
to think that this leads to an innate bias against women, who are considered more
emotional than men.
I’ve always worked in the Operations side of the business and in my experience,
I’ve always had more female colleagues than male colleagues. Operations is generally
seen as administrative in its make-up, and the general assumption seems to be that
these roles are more suited to females. The opposite applies to the Investment
side of the business, where it is predominantly male. The landscape has changed
somewhat but a lot more needs to be done and that’s why there’s a need to engage
in more truthful conversations around gender diversity and inclusion.

Perpetua’s executive team (which includes 3 males in leadership)
consciously strives to embrace diversity in all its forms (gender,
cultural, age, race, etc.) so as to negate unconscious biases in its
thinking and decision-making. Please share your perspective on
this.
Being part of a team that is diverse in all forms has firstly helped me break down
any biases I previously had. The diversity has broadened my perspective not just on
a “diversity level” but I have seen this filter into the overall teamwork and ideas
presented, views and judgments made on investments. This then allows for wellrounded fully inclusive discussions. I think this is important in South Africa where
our client base is quite diverse.
Despite Perpetua’s executive team being majority male, they offer a great deal of
support and guidance for improvement and initiative in our work environment. I
feel completely comfortable stepping out of my comfort zone and asking questions
or suggesting things that might improve business productivity.
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A quote I came across recently that I really like is from Henry Luce: “Show me a
[person] who thinks [they’re] objective and I’ll show you a [person] who’s deceiving
[themselves]”. It’s why having diversity is so important – it allows you to see things
more objectively. Diversity is definitely embraced here.
I’ve seen Delphine consistently make sure to include all the younger analysts and
ask for our perspectives in meetings. I’ve had Logan give me a role on the impact
investing side that I wasn’t sure I could do, but that he believed I could. I’ve seen
Patrick encourage analysts and provide us with reading material on a regular basis.
I’ve seen Lonwabo and Glen give us tasks to push us out of our comfort zones to
make sure that we speak up more often in meetings on our ideas. I’ve also seen
Johannes and Graeme and all of the senior portfolio managers set aside hours of
their time to explain things or help me formulate a view.
As gender inequity is not a women-only issue, equality cannot progress or succeed
without the willing participation of men or male colleagues. Inequity stems from the
uneven dynamics that marginalizes one group over another, therefore the
participation of men is paramount in the redistribution of power between genders.

The Perpetua Investment Career Workshop for women is a
particular initiative, designed to encourage young women to
consider a career in asset management. What has been your
experience of this event, and how has it impacted your own
perspective in terms of your career?
Being provided the opportunity to speak at the career workshop is another
example which provides a sense of empowerment. Additionally, being able to listen
to inspirational women in the industry speak at the office provides a sense of
upliftment to all the women attending, including all the Perpetua staff in attendance,
reinforcing feelings of unity and support amongst us.
The career workshop is something I personally wished I had exposure to when I
was in university. The information being shared does not only pertain to the world
of work, but other aspects within the industry that shape our experiences something one cannot Google easily. This event has highlighted the need for greater
mentorship in the industry and even in my own personal capacity.
My experience of the event has helped me to realize the importance of creating the
change you want to see. To practically create a diverse senior leadership within the
industry, the face of young adults that enter the industry would also need to be
more diverse in all forms. Just as I entered the industry as a result of someone else
having created the space and opportunity, I should aim to do the same.
Hosting our first virtual event was exciting - it required less work than the previous
years, but it came with technical challenges which were interesting. As a cofacilitator and employee, I was very proud of the level of interest from the
attendees. Like the young women who attended, I learnt so much from my
colleagues. The advice from our guest speaker, Cora Fernandez, could not have
come at a better time for me, personally and professionally - so many light bulb
moments!
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I’ve had the opportunity to speak at 3 of these events so far, and it has been
incredibly informative – the kind of event I wish I would have had access to when I
was at university. I got to where I am today because of a lot of really great mentors,
so I have an appreciation for initiatives that are aimed at mentoring the next
generation of investors.
I absolutely love this event. It’s uplifting and energizing to be part of a business that
values the growth of all women, irrespective of culture, age and race. Many
Boomers and Generation X’ers would have valued and benefited from this kind of
workshop when they entered the industry, but none existed then. This initiative
provides a platform for woman who are considering a career in Asset Management
with a safe space to ask questions. It also provides exposure to senior women
industry experts, to hear their journey and their experiences conveyed in such an
open, honest and passionate way. This gives us permission to be uniquely and
authentically ourselves.

Lonwabo Maqubela is a Portfolio Manager and Head of Research of
our domestic equity process. He has been with the firm for 8 years
and is a CA (SA), CFA. Lonwabo is a proud father of two girls.

From a male’s perspective, why is it necessary to have a specific
focus and strategy to address gender inequality in the workplace?
The debate regarding the importance of diversity has evolved both domestically and
globally. It has correctly become more widely accepted that diversity leads to better
decision-making as businesses are run more sustainably if done from different
decision-making perspectives. Everyone believes this and yet left to itself, nothing
will happen. I recently came across research from Morningstar showing how
women participation in the USA’s fund management industry decision-making has
declined unbelievably over the past twenty years. There are some global bright
spots such as Asia where participation has grown, however in key financial
epicenters the decline has become more pronounced. Even in Fixed income,
traditionally an area of success, gains have been reversed.
Figure 1: Percentage of Fund Managers Who Are Women, Active vs. Passive
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Figure 2: Percentage of Fund Managers Who Women by Asset Class

Source: Morningstar. Data as of 31/12/2019. Includes active and passive open-end mutual funds and ETFs.

It therefore follows that in order for there to be change, strategies that focus on
both recruiting and retention need to be executed.

In the context of the asset management industry in South Africa,
where do you think the most effort is required in order to provide
women with opportunities to access positions of greater
responsibility and seniority?
Firstly, it is our observation that the number of women in the industry is simply too
low. In order to succeed at most things, you need groundswell as it reinforces itself
and success becomes self-fulfilling. Therefore, addressing the low number of women
in the industry would be a significant step. The challenge is that the industry is not
growing so this requires deliberate action. Thereafter retention becomes the key
issue. Whilst there are many reasons why retention is always challenging, I would
say that more functioning mentor/mentee relationship would make a notable
difference.

As a male team member at Perpetua, how do you feel about the
firm’s approach to enhancing gender diversity?
Thus far our strategy’s been on creating groundswell as described earlier. Both our
internal and external actions are bearing fruit, so we are encouraged by this. Due
to our inherently diverse nature, our culture has made it more natural for us to
make progress in this regard. Thinking about success in terms of Maslow’s hierarchy
of needs, outside of the very basic physiological needs, forming relationships and
having a sense of belonging is a key building block to self-actualization. It therefore
follows that this requires firm and industrywide participation.
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